
1. To assemble the LOWER
FRAME, insert two "D" parts
into part "A." Insert four "C"
parts into the holes on top of
part "A." NOTE: Do not
assemble top section of frame
until Step 2 is completed.

2. Unzip zipper on cover and
carefully fit holes in bottom of
cover over the "C" parts. Slide
cover halfway down and care-
fully lay the cover back making
sure that the tops of the "C"
parts are exposed.

4. Complete assembly by
placing four "D" parts onto the
"C" parts  and following with
the UPPER FRAME (assem-
bled in step 3) onto the "D"
parts.
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5. Place one part "F" onto the top
of the closet and lift cover up and
over the top of the frame and board,
carefully fitting the corners of the
cover over the top corners of the
frame. Slide the bottom of the cover
downwards evenly to the base of
the frame (should be done by two
people). 

"F"

6. Insert the second part "F"
into the bottom of the closet
and use for shoes and acces-
sories.

NOTE:
1. To ensure that the cover will fit properly all 
metal parts must be completely inserted into 
the plastic parts.  
2. Some assembly may require 2 people. It is 
recommended that 2 people install the cover.
3. Part "B" is thicker than part "D."

NOTE:
For easier 

assembly, unzip 
cover before

installing.

Canvas Clothes Closet

3. To assemble top of frame, 
slide center spring support "G" 
onto clothes rod "B". Insert two 
"D" parts and part "B" into the two 
remaining "A" parts with center 
spring support hooked around 
parts "D". Make sure to insert part 
"B", the thicker tube, into the 
lower center holes of parts "A". 


